May 8, 2018

Re: Request for access to information under Part 2 of The Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act: Application Number 18 03 286

On March 16, 2018, the City of Winnipeg received your request for access to the following:


Access to the requested records is granted in part and the records are enclosed. The documents have been severed (edited) in accordance with the provisions of The Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act as explained below. Each provision is detailed on the disclosed documents where applicable.

We severed the personal information of applicants as per s.17(1)+(3)(i) of the Act. S. 17(1) is a general, mandatory clause meant to protect third party privacy. We defined 'third party' as anyone other than you and WPS members. It is used together with s. 17(3)(i) – which protects personal information collected for a specific purpose:

Disclosure harmful to a third party's privacy

17(1) The head of a public body shall refuse to disclose personal information to an applicant if the disclosure would be an unreasonable invasion of a third party's privacy.

Determining unreasonable invasion of privacy

17(3) In determining under subsection (1) whether a disclosure of personal information not described in subsection (2) would unreasonably invade a third party's privacy, the head of a public body shall consider all the relevant circumstances including, but not limited to, whether

(i) the disclosure would be inconsistent with the purpose for which the personal information was obtained.

Disclosure harmful to individual or public safety

24 The head of a public body may refuse to disclose to an applicant information, including personal information about the applicant, if disclosure could reasonably be expected to

(a) threaten or harm the mental or physical health or the safety of another person.

We chose to sever some information per s. 24(a). It was determined that disclosure could harm the safety of the business operating at that address.
Subsection 59(1) of The Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act provides that you may make a complaint about this decision to the Manitoba Ombudsman. You have 60 days from the receipt of this letter to make a complaint on the prescribed form to: Manitoba Ombudsman, 750 - 500 Portage Avenue, Winnipeg Manitoba, R3C 3X1; Telephone (204) 982-9130 or 1-800-665-0531.

If you have any questions, please call me at (204) 986-8738.

Sincerely,

Konrad Krahn
Corporate Access and Privacy Officer

cc. Michele Trudel, Winnipeg Police Service

encl.
**Winnipeg Police Service**  
**Record Review Board Application Form**

**Applicant**  
Last Name: [Redacted]  
1st Name: [Redacted]  
2nd Name: [Redacted]

**Birth Name**  
[Redacted]

**Date of Birth**  
[Redacted]

**Current Residence**  
[Redacted]

**Postal Code**  
[Redacted]

**Phone No.**  
[Redacted]

**Licence Required**
- [ ] Independent / Escort Agency / Body Rub Parlour  
- [ ] Escorts  
- [ ] Body Rub Practitioner  
- [ ] Used Goods Dealer  
- [x] Precious Metals Dealer  
- [ ] Hostel Proprietor  
- [ ] Bicycle Dealer  
- [ ] Other

**Proposed Employer**
KM6 ENVIRONMENTAL INC  
KM6 GOLD

**Employer's Address**
1514 REGENT AV W

**Phone No.**
204 452 4653

**Signature of Applicant**  
[Redacted]  
**Date**
17/06/16 2017

**Below for Police Use Only**

**Identification Produced**  
[Redacted]

**Type**

**Type**

**Processed By**
[Redacted]  
**Signature**
[Redacted]  
**Staff No.**
5470/31  
**Date**
Aug 24/17

**Applicant Attending Board**  
[ ] Yes  
[ ] No  
**Date Attending**
2017 08 21

**Approved**
[ ] Yes  
[ ] No

**Rejected**
[ ] Yes  
[ ] No

**Comments:**  
Approved and Granted

**Chief of Police**

The personal information on this form will be collected and shared for the purposes outlined in Section 36-47 of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy (FIPPA) Act, and for other legal requirements, where they are consistent with the FIPPA Act.